HOMELINE®
Product overview
The clever move

**ZERO™ technology**
LINAK uses ZERO™ technology to lower standby power consumption to just 0.1W. Our CBH control boxes and TWINDRIVE® motors with external power supply have low standby power as standard. Look for the ZERO icon to denote products that have low standby power consumption.

**Maintenance-free products**
You can expect quality in every detail. Every HOMELINE actuator system undergoes a 100% function test. New products are constantly put through an extensive series of tests. The HOMELINE actuator system requires no maintenance.

**Maximum free space**
A HOMELINE motor system is nicely tucked away under the bed. The systems are invisible in the bed design and designed to give maximum space underneath the bed for easy access to cleaning or space for storage.

**Innovative solutions**
LINAK continuously innovates to improve its standard. When we innovative, we offer the innovation as a standard feature available for all our HOMELINE® customers.

---

Both a box spring bed and a slatted bed can benefit from comfortable electric adjustment. LINAK HOMELINE® designs and provides complete modular actuator systems that fit effortlessly into leisure beds. Our HOMELINE specialists ensure compatibility on all levels, so you can get a complete system from one supplier.

---

**Single actuator systems**

It takes a high force actuator system to ensure a smooth and quiet adjustment of a box spring bed without limiting the choice of mattresses. HOMELINE single actuator systems have a high lifting capacity to ensure maximum flexibility.

**CBH System**
The CBH system is based on the compact control box CBH. The CBH is one product, but it comes in two variants. Choose the Basic version for a standard box spring bed with headrest and foot rest adjustment and where force is needed. Choose the Advanced version if you want to add further features and options like massage, light, Bluetooth® communication and apps.

---

**LA27 ACTUATOR**
- 6,000 N thrust
- Smooth and quiet drive
- Speed 11.5 mm/sec.

**LA31 ACTUATOR**
- 6,000 N thrust
- Smooth and quiet drive
- Speed 15.0 mm/sec.

**LA40 ACTUATOR**
- 8,000 N thrust
- Low pleasant sound
- High performance

**CBH BASIC CONTROL BOX**
- Compact, light weight
- 2 channels
- ZERO™ standby power consumption
- High performance
- Low pleasant sound
- Constant speed
- Parallel drive
- Configurable
- Possible to add Bluetooth® communication and to use an app

---

**BED CONTROL APP**
- Back/leg adjustment
- Simultaneous drive
- Turn on/off Under Bed Light
- Up to 4 memory positions
- Available for iOS and Android
- Available in 7 languages

---

**Please see page 6-7 for further info about controls and accessories.**
An electric dual actuator is a unique integrated system that can perform two separate adjustments with just one unit. The LINAK® TWINDRIVE® dual actuators are designed for adjustable leisure beds. The very low built-in dimensions result in maximum free space underneath the bed.

**TD4 STANDARD DUAL ACTUATOR**
- Max. torque: 280 Nm
- Speed: 3.0 °/sec.
- Bluetooth® communication
- Integrated Under Bed Light
- Mechanical emergency lowering
- Mains cable strain relief
- Soft start/stop
- Speed control

**TD4 ADVANCED DUAL ACTUATOR**
- Max. torque: 280 Nm
- Speed: 3.5 °/sec.
- Memory
- Bluetooth® communication
- Integrated Under Bed Light
- Parallel drive of 2 beds
- Mechanical emergency lowering
- Soft start/stop
- Speed control
- Compatible with CBH Advanced
- Compatible with SMP901/006

**TD32 DUAL ACTUATOR**
- Max. torque: 350 Nm
- Memory
- Speed: 4.0 °/sec.
- Massage
- RF communication
- Possible to add Bluetooth® communication and to use an app

**TD33 DUAL ACTUATOR**
- Max. torque: 350 Nm
- Memory
- Speed: 4.0 °/sec.
- Extra channels for single actuators or accessories
- RF communication
- Possible to add Bluetooth® communication and to use an app

**TD1 280 SMPS DUAL ACTUATOR**
- Max torque: 280 Nm
- Speed: 3.9 °/sec.
- Compact design
- Compatible with SMP901/002
- Extremely low standby power consumption, via power supply
- RF handset
- Integrated Under Bed Light

Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
**Controls**

- **HB10 HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated
  - Ergonomic design
  - Simultaneous drive
  - Memory

- **HB10 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated
  - Ergonomic design
  - Switch on/off the under bed light via the hand control (Wireless (RF or Bluetooth® based)
  - Simultaneous drive

- **HC10 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated by both left and right handed persons
  - Scandinavian design
  - Simultaneous drive

- **HC10 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated by both left and right handed persons
  - Scandinavian design
  - Simultaneous drive

- **HB20 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated
  - Ergonomic design
  - Memory
  - Wireless (RF or Bluetooth® based)
  - Simultaneous drive

- **HC20 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Easily operated by both left and right handed persons
  - Scandinavian design
  - Simultaneous drive
  - Wireless (RF or Bluetooth® based)
  - Memory
  - Torch function and keypad backlight

- **HC30 WIRELESS HAND CONTROL**
  - Memory
  - Torch function and keypad backlight
  - Integrated metal plate for magnetic attachment to the bed
  - Wireless, Bluetooth® based

**Accessories**

- **SMPS001/002**
  - External Switch Mode Power Supply.
  - Compatible with CBH variants, TBD 280 SMPS and TBD
  - SMPS001 (230 V)
  - SMPS002 (120 V)

- **SMPS006**
  - Compatible with CBH Advanced and TBD
  - A universal External Switch Mode Power Supply
  - 100-240V

- **BA001 BATTERY BOX**
  - Battery alarm (audio)
  - Battery charging indicator (LED light bars)
  - Capacity 2.2 Ah/53Wh
  - Nominal voltage 24V
  - Mounting bracket for easy mounting/ demounting

**HOMELINE accessories** set your bed apart with unique value-adding features. Features ensuring differentiation and branding and at the same time, comfort and value for the end-user.
For further information about the HOMELINE® product programme:
www.linak.com/homeline

Need support? Find answers to common questions about your HOMELINE motor system.

Support videos at YouTube

GLOBAL PRESENCE
LINAK® has a well-developed sales and service organisation in Europe, Americas, Asia and Australia. Therefore, we can assist you and your customers locally, under the global sales concept idea:
Be global, act local

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfill orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.

All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.